Sex & the Kitty

To Spay, or not to Spay?
"Wisely, and slow;"

Oh Me...!

Tis in our DNA to propagate,

Yet by and by, our numbers shall increase,

And fair copy of ourselves create.

And place severe constraint upon our peace.

And woe to them who cannot find a space,

So many landed, and the homes too few.

Bereft of home it is a lonely place.

The litter born, the homes they shall pursue.
Wisely, and Slow;” they stumble that run fast.

Oh Me...! Tis in our dna to propagate, and fair copy of ourselves create. Yet by and by, our numbers shall increase, and place severe constraint upon our peace.

And woe to them who cannot find a space, bereft of home it is a lonely place.

The litter born, the homes they shall pursue. So many landed, and the homes too few.
THE PEOPLE'S CHOICE: TO SPAY OR NOT TO SPAY.
THE EARTH IS OURS TO MANAGE OR MAINTAIN

THE STATUS QUO, AND HOW IT SHALL SUSTAIN...

TO ADDRESS OUR DESIRE FOR A BIRTH,

IS THIS A GIFT OR GRIEF UPON THE EARTH?
While servant to your choices,

Our conflicting passions play.

In you we trust our voices:

To Spay, or not to Spay?
While servant to your choices, our conflicting passions play. In you we trust our voices:

TO SPAY,

OR NOT TO SPAY?
SOMEBODY’S THINKING OUTSIDE OF THE LITTER BOX AGAIN.

HEY, I’M GETTING OLD HERE!

WHAT’S HOLDING UP THE LINE?

MORE KIBBLE AND LESS MUSH, PLEASE.

WHEN! HOW MANY MORE WEEKS?
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